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FUSION FOR SPRING

Catherine Timco

You leave me like house paint leaves a house:
slow, beautiful, so much peeling-
The whole neighborhood getting in on the thing,
coming over to help me forget:
sticking their daggers and fingernails in my sides,
putty knives and wet kisses in their picnic baskets—
I could’ve gotten all of you off my-self,
perhaps by sitting in a few lengthy rain showers,
but I have accepted their gifts, drank
their whiskey and am following them, bewildered,
to the vegetable market- reuben sandwich- icecream shop-
track meet-craft show-fast food-gambling capital backyard:
the fingers of their mission statements are crawling up my
legs, jauntily
like cartoon spiders, me spinning around on hardwood
floors,
the castanets chattering in my hands, I’m screaming “yow
yow yow,”
like you are the fire
and I am the witch.
In the afternoon morning that is only morning when you have been drinking, we sit on the sidewalk of the dirtiest drunken city. Outside the record store I ask body if it knows where it’s been. Body plays dumb. Says no. I have to remind it how to feel. Feel like the baby bird bodies outside his house last night, the baby bird bodies we crushed under our feet, accidents that looked like Pollack paintings. Mottled and fucked up, body, that’s how you should feel. I ask body why there are no tire treads on my back- why there is no sloppy seam running from brain to thigh where he slices me open. Body shrugs, says “look up at the lovers.” Arm in arm, they smile too much so we heckle those lovers. We glare our ugliest glare. I scream at them “Hey look, we are in love too!” But body scrunches, knows this is a lie. I have to tell it to shut up, that this is just a joke. Now me and body yell together “We’ve never been happier!” I peel us off the concrete and accidentally leave some of body behind. We wail together “...so in love it hurts!” We chase the lovers but they are too in love to notice. Body gets tired, gets so jealous. Quits on the curb. I ask it again- where have you been? Body just cringes, says you don’t even want to know.